
MISTER SIZE TEST SET (Measuring Tape and Test Package Medium 

(53 - 57 - 60)) 

Highlights  

 Measuring tape and instructions for discovering your condom size  

 3 MISTER SIZE condoms in sizes 53, 57 & 60  

 perfect for finding out your exact size  

o ideal fit 

o intensive feeling  

o transparent & smooth - extra moist 

o recommended for a circumference of 10.5 cm - 14.5 cm  

 

Experience perfectly fitting condoms  

Every person is individual - this also applies to the best piece. That's why it goes without saying for 

MISTER SIZE that condoms have to fit the size of your penis. Because only if you use the perfectly 

fitting condom size can you enjoy completely carefree sex with pure feeling. That means without 

annoying pinching or the constant worry that something might slip. You'll love the difference.  

Find your size with the MISTER SIZE TEST SET  

The MISTER SIZE TEST SET with measuring tape and Test Package Medium helps you to find out your 

exact condom size. The sizes 53 mm, 57 mm and 60 mm in the TEST SET cover the most common 

sizes. However, if you have a different condom size, you can use the measuring tape to find out and 

still feel the difference in condom sizes with the Test Package Medium.  

MISTER SIZE - 7 condom sizes for better sex  

With a total of seven different condom sizes, MISTER SIZE helps you to enjoy relaxed and good sex. 

The width ranges from 47 mm to 69 mm. The quickest way to find out which one fits best is to use 

the MISTER SIZE TEST SET.  

Tested quality  

MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex and offers optimum safety at the same time. 

Because only in this way can you let go completely during lovemaking. That's why all MISTER SIZE 

condoms comply with the DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002 and are subject to careful testing. 

 

General data 

Condom size: 53, 57 & 60 

Condom length: 185mm, 200mm 

Aroma: none 

Lubricant: extra moist 

Extras: Thinner, Moist, Sensitive, Larger, Sensitive, Vegan 

Condom colour: transparent 



Wall thickness: 0,05mm 

Surface: smooth 

Shape: more room, cylindrical 

Material: natural rubber latex 

EAN: 4260605481550 


